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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, April  8, 2020,
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ROYAL HERMITAGE SECURITY EQUITY FOR ECONOMICAL FAULTLINES
ASSOCIATED WITH MEDIA PRESENCE AND PREVALENT INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE



I have been informed that I am learning lessons associated
with messing with seriously free idiots and Liberal USA but it’s hard to settle
which kinds of lessons I am learning over their stupidities anyway; we all know
the cause of all their problems is that they followed me around to chase money
over my public image at University, wrecking academic work in the proces...
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INDUSTRIAL AGEISM AND ITS STUPID CHOICE OF INVESTMENTS



I am told that my Books do not make any sense and it is
utter nonsense besides the fact we can see what they are saying and who has
been laid out to be divided like a Steak with a big mouth; all of their
activities do not make any sense, especially that of ageist idiots who believe
they have spent enough time on the work force to torture me for the rest of my
life for being a moral person, broke with a good reputation and starting out in...
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LUVVIES



I am told that it would be nice if all the hatred and abuses
people channel at me was eliminated but I do not think it is that much of a
problem, just that people need to support my work if my Books are helping them,
not fight my battles and grab my Public image; what happens with Fashion for
instance is that a Model may have a racist view but it is the designer who
picks up my Asset equities to create an item that she will model on the runway
and that will be her punishment for it, ...
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POLITICS
AND INDUSTRIAL GANGS

Now
they say I am stuck in a situation where I am likely to respond to
any problems they have created for me and it is utter nonsense; it is
the same practical jokes that ripped up my academics which are being
played out on my Books as well and now that they are repeating
themselves it seems they cannot do any worse then they already have;
I only thought it needed to be reciprocated by giving them lots and
lots and lots of social and cultural issues to resolve a...
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BROADCASTING AND ADVERTISEMENT AT THE ESTATE FOR INDUSTRY –
TRUST AUDIT BRIEF


In the end if I have developed creative Equities and
aesthetic creative equities and Market equities and they are all income viable,
it is a certain degree of Economic control which I do not wish to lose and if
the Men will not let me get along with my own life because they have needs
which they feel should be prioritised all the time at this stage, it is
important they bear in mind they will are on course to los...
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          INDUSTRY | POLITICS | MEDIA - FIRM ASSETS ADMIN PAPER AT THE TRUST
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Monday, April 18, 2016,
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THE QUALIFICATIONS AND HIGH I.Q. ISSUE


Of course I am aware of being portrayed as a stupid person
that others plan to beat up one way or another – I wouldn’t know anyway; all I
know is that they fail to understand the problem i.e. I am a Christian and they
want to lean on me and press my flesh to deal with life as a whole, so it was
bad enough that they are the real Men that set me up for such an existence
since 2001 and that it was always going to come in many forms including crimes
of ...
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RIGHTS OF LEADERSHIP – REAL AND ASSUMED ALIKE


I am aware it is said that I never ever do what I was
supposed to have been doing and that it is the beginning of a colloquialism
that Politicians will love a lot but then again I have no idea where it is meant
to lead anyway; all I know is that if I were to ask them which part of what I
do happens to have been the one I was not meant to, we will see them get stuck
the way they do with everything since a simple case of running my small
business...
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          FIRM BUDDING ASSET SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATION
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, February 24, 2016,
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POLITY RESOLUTION


The story of sovereignty and the EU is not an emotive one
but yet again it is the Politicians that have failed to match what their
Citizens have achieved i.e. people simply became fed up with the idea of being
proud of legitimising power and having a clear set out career in government or
Politics costing them everything right down to their stomachs. I have been
particularly fed up with it for my part, so I have gotten people into a state
of hurry and panic over going out to...
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          TRUST FINANCE AND THE MEDIA MARKET BULLYING LIABILITY SECURITISED - COMPANY PRODUCTS PRICE SECURITY
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MATRIMONY INSULTS


Now they say I have enormously disrupted people’s lives but
it never makes sense what people do or hope to achieve by wrecking a writing
Career six years before the first Book is self published; what we know of it is
that their game these days is to ensure that while the Books are published, in
my mind which is also their mind to handle, I feel as though I am a work in
progress writer at all times, so that somebody else might use the market. I
mean I do assess myself on t...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Thursday, October  1, 2015,
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SHOPPING COMMUNITY MATTERS


The claims that I am a womaniser of a story is not an
emotive one; I mean for instance the goons who do feel that people are supposed
to wear their best cloths to go shopping and that they don’t wear things that
flatter their big backsides and turn up at the shop to find out if those
working there are taking note, which if you don’t will mean they start to claim
you are a bad person – my point being that further stories of me being a
womaniser on media will l...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, July 24, 2015,
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BLACK RACE PROBLEMS AND THE FIRM BUSINESS EMPIRE


The tales that I am in trouble with popular culture which
naturally is primarily developed by Media Industry goons clearly never seem to
cease rearing their heads on a daily basis anyway but the reality behind it has
always rather been the simple fact that I don’t know them, only aware they have
such an intense desire and need to use me and that they never will too. The
story always starts with a boasting and a certain incredible financial
v...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Thursday, June 11, 2015,
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MEDIA AND POPULAR CULTURE WORK


Of course I am aware it is said people are simply getting a
lot of pleasure from making me suffer but I do wonder if that is really true; I
set myself a series of tasks concerning my female friends which was developed
around the fact the rest are bullies and it does not get to mean people mess
with my Office and my Products if they wanted. So they have been doing these
things they brag about with absolutely every aspect of my work i.e. build up
some sense in me...
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          POPULARITY AND COMPANY BANKING ASSETS
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, June  5, 2015,
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FASHION GOONS, MEDIA GOONS, ADVERTISEMENT


I hear they say I think I have the right to punish people
which is utter nonsense, I don’t; it’s just reality that when we talk about
trolls we want to talk about those that may be a threat to their stupid
children but what about such things as a seeming right to handle my books and
get on media to mock me stifling the sales until I am selling a Royal Office as
well – what about the fact organised criminals will now look upon it and say
even th...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, May 20, 2015,
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THE SOCIALISTS AND THE PARENTS AND THE INSULTS – EXCUSES AND
EVILS ABOVE THE LAW


The Labour party really enjoys telling this story of how it
is in my interest to fight for wages in the Country but it was fun to finger my
bum every time that my hands were full with the problem years ago as they
chased their fame and fortune and loutish vandalism. So as it stands what I
wanted from my involved with the sources of government revenue i.e. wage taxes
and employer investments has been achieved i...
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          THE ROYAL ESTATE AND TRADE AT THE EQUITY TRUST EMPIRE
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, December 10, 2014,
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THE UNDERWORLD – THE CRIMES AND THE MARKETS: HH OFFICE - SEX
AND THE BRITISH


I have no idea I must confess, why it is that people love to
make out I am the guy they can beat up in order to end a history where they are
losers; I am not the guy they can beat up, I am the guy who has led them to
where they are today because of such threats, the guy who has given them a life
time of issues to resolve because they told me I was the guy they needed to
kill in order to create a sense of being str...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, December  2, 2014,
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THE MEN THE POWER AND CAREFULLY PLACED FINANCIALLY LUCRATIVE
UNEXPECTED HIT AND RUN ABUSES


I hear there is this story of what I have done to damage
other people’s lives endlessly which is not that much of an issue here either –
the case is that they need to keep out of my Court; they really have no reason
and purpose to be there, from here their position cannot be explained i.e. they
have their own families they go home to once the days job of making ours a
misery is done, so explaining ...
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          BOOK TITLES BROKERED LAW AT ORDER EQUITIES REVIEW
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, November 26, 2014,
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THE OFFICE ROYAL AND THE LAW ENFORCEMENT


I do get asked if I pay attention to how violent things do
get for law enforcement of course which I do as it were – I mean it is not as
if when people put up a savings and deploy it as leverage to get into your life
and build it up on media abusing you with gang badge nonsense in order to make
music CDs about your life and get rich and famous they do not know it is
criminal – it’s like the other side of them saying that when I say what I say I
...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Sunday, November 16, 2014,
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POLITICAL PARTY | PROFITABLE CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE | PROFITABLE
CRIMINAL DISOBEDIENCE


It is never true I have a problem with the Labour party and
do not wish to see it elected by the Public of course – what is true is that
the Labour Party has become a small business progressive Union effectively and
has no platform for government work all together – sp the way that millions of
idiots who have not got a clue what they are doing trying to make money and
finding beauties so called that they c...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, November 11, 2014,
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SALES AND ADVERTISEMENT


So the story of where I am in terms of industry and as per
whether I am stuck and overwhelmed is a very well understood one but of course
I am not in anyway; the reality is that Industry people spend their time doing
nothing but getting their stupid thick headed children as close to you as
possible because they want to ensure their money can buy your possessions when
they don’t have what you do have – so whether or not damage to my work to that
effect will form th...
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          INDUSTRIAL COLOURS AND PROPERTY EQUITY LATEST
    
        


    
    

    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Wednesday, September 24, 2014,
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Of course it isn’t true I wreck my book sales with my
opinion of what others think about me most of the time – the reality is a case
of hatred of the presence of God around me and the need to destroy it, so they
have come to a point where they have kept me financially crippled for a while
so community croons can build up an abusive version of what my temperaments
mean and circulate it and now they have raised their really stupid children to
be incredibly insulting in order to ensure that ...
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OFFICE AND CHURCH


The story of being responsible for turning the Monarchy
against the people is largely based on a delusion created by these fools that I
am eternally grateful for being given a position of privilege that few others
have even seen let alone touched or owned and that I can never stop showing
that along with my excitement. The reality is rather that I have spent some
time during my teenage years with scripture Unions and I have with Protestant
Churches and I have with Methodist...
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THE ROYAL NEED FOR OPPRESSION


I hear of the part of the story where my activities are all
aimed at creating a world where there is ever increasing divisions between rich
and poor and it never actually works that way as it is rather a case of the
fact if all that are unfairly rich were to be eradicated and those that were
unfairly poor along with them what we would end up with is those who want to be
unfairly rich attacking those who are fairly rich; so that I put out my company
property equi...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Tuesday, July 15, 2014,
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                      Big Africa and Big America 
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Now I hear the talk of how I am not right with my mother
which is the reason for all my problems – I dont mind from a collection of
fools with no discretion whatsoever and I bet they did let out a fart while
they were saying it all together as well. I for my part always say I can never
have enough – never have enough of having a go at money freaks and whatever I
do about them will never be sufficient too. I mean if I did set out gathering
people and creating leadership on the basis of the...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Friday, July  4, 2014,
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                      Big Africa and Big America 
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SOCIALISM AND TYRANNOUS VILLAINY – THE DECADE UPDATE


Of course it is never news that MPs are shooting really
violent and mortal threats at me – I mean Tony Blair has never once told people
he expected some random murderer to kill the Christian whose life he wanted to
consume like an item to make his oratory, he would rather speak of games I play
about which people should take note and put my life to use to ensure Cherrie
and the rest of his stupid family are safe and secure when I turn i...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Thursday, May 22, 2014,
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                      Freedom and Capitalism and the Worlds Evils 
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LIVING OFF MEN AND POLITICS


Now what seems to constitute a great topic for conversation
is that nobody really knows what my invention which is actually my books are
for and I have decided then to waste so much of my time blaming others for that
too. The reality of which is that we either have to deal with a process where
wrecking peoples finances because you want to be able to dominate them before
they can earn money or we have to deal with a process their women have had sex
and gotten knock...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Saturday, May  3, 2014,
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AGEISTS AND SECURITY 


I am not in any way prejudiced against Middle Authority –
the whole issue comes up at all because some people are just like that: we may
not all feel it is okay to be homosexual but some people are, we may not all
feel it is okay to be a narcissist but some people are, we may not feel it is
okay to simply get out of bed and get around securing exhilaration from
damaging other people’s property but some people are like that and in my case
they love to target me a lot...
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MEN, GIRLS AND CULTURE - THE ARCH PRINCE AND THE ANGLICAN
COMMUNION


The part about how stupid I am is very well understood but
it is rather difficult to work out what sense it makes – first we all know
certain political parties in the UK are full of parents that are fucking idiots
and regularly want to enforce their will on others with the use of the civil
service and some of them like to read the Bible as well and not staying away
from me will lead to very ugly results as well indeed, sin...
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    Posted by Ikpe Uno on Sunday, April 20, 2014,

              In :
                      Books and Product sales - Loans and Sponsours 
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THE CULTURES THAT BE 


The idea a big conundrum would involve a process where the
US has an administration run by a black person who have trouble reconciling the
UK and its Royal family is not based on reality; the issues remain as they have
always been i.e. when the US becomes a moral Country that trades with ethics and
most of its admirers follow suit, that will be the day, for now there is
nothing anybody can do about it and it is never clear what point people design
their existence into a...
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CHURCH AND ATHEISM – LIVE EQUITY AT THE ROYAL OFFICE


We do hear those tales of course of how Christians need to
be more evangelical – I have no idea what for they propose anyway – is it about
the sacrifice of atonement that Christ performed with himself on the cross for
their salvation and mine for example or the fact they continue to behave as
though they want to see me perform one like it as well because they would
really do with a world without me, as if they have not yet had enough...
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                            The part about the economy of course remains the fact that all economies recover in the end anyway but what matters is what scum like them have devised and done to other people because there was an economic crisis about which not enough have died yet so far bearing in mind they cannot leave people alone. It is entirely a matter of common sense – they are chasing profit they say in a condition where only 2% of the population of a place have jobs and turn up to tell me I am one of those philanthropy types who interferes with their business thinking they run charities, which causes me to seek to sack them even if they work for their own companies when those stupid industry jobs are not being done properly as it were. in an ideal world, they would have travelled out of a place because they have the means to and found somewhere in which a larger percentage of people had jobs so that they might chase profit but will never do so and you need to see other aspects of their stupid lives which propels some of the things I do while most people think the way I handle them is amazing  but it really isn’t if people know what I know – like the kind of sex they have and how much it damages them and how they put it up as something by which to have revenge on society and hence we have all these monumental idiots chasing profit in places where the percentage of employed people is almost zero. Never mind their celebrity murdering idiots who think they are a lot of trouble for me when I actually know they are ugly and I am not and that when I begin to play those stupid games of wrecking everything they have to narrow all they do to their stupid looks which I can then exploit, the level of strange things they will be doing will be incredible – for now they are on a roll and even so it is their stupid Children that are getting famous these days while I am being controlled for industry scum, the other half of it of which are civil rights idiots making an example of me with respect to their own revenge implemented on grounds of the fact how rich people get must be decided, which they think is the biggest problem I have when it is the most insignificant since not enough of them have died yet first of all and they are not the boss of me; besides which we have not yet reached the part where I become a real problem for their personal insolent and stupid freedoms as well. It is regularly mentioned as such I am aware that there is no need to be that if simply because I don’t find meaning in their causes but there is no meaning to their causes; nothing in it but  an original provocation with which to get on media and exasperate you all the time until they had placed your person and possessions over  a period of time in legal limbo where you always run out of time to protect yourself before they do anything they want to do with it and the result is a criminals that do not have to commit crimes that end them up in prison to get psychological and emotional benefits of committing crimes. The only viable excuse for their activities as far as I am concerned is that they do not commit their crimes for bloodshed and money even though that would have been an added benefit and last I checked I did not report to them or answer to them and we all know I can do far worse than the current loss of civil rights they seem to be all over the place for. The same issue all together in the end as it were; people’s deviance might be bigger than you but you wake everyday into a process where you are paying for it and making use of it to hurt yourself already because they have got media. I mean this is their revenge for the experiences they have had in their piffling lives. It is a regular occurrence to hear the media justice bellow how I never do anything professionally of course but what is reality has always rather been the difficulty in locating such a collection of incompetent and insolent bullies who have become so good at making others do their jobs for them common place - so it is never really that they have not got a clue what they are doing as much as it is that those who do are a problem and then the obsession with media where they think absolutely everybody will be taken by them and hence no care for dealing with extremism problems that they foster with their activities as well, they always rather think that is as funny as they think all their other activities are and that is only if One has not taken it up and done it for them instead as it were. Point is its all very well claiming One does nothing professionally but on the other hand the reality has not changed either that saying its all very well for them to play their games but when the Politicians wreck my property and my work and finances is when you will see what mine looks like as well, is always the most appropriate resolve and the answer to everything - hence the question of why that seems to be the case all of the time.
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 Of course there is no shred of truth to that claim I
interfere with other peoples lives and get involved with their unfathomable
greatness – the truth is that they are file idiots and when they start a civil
rights where they can see you when you undress and cannot have enough to
working out where your anus is and your penis is because it gives you a tummy
ache that girls can punch and makes you feel filthy all the time so they can
detach you from your public life and make fame and fortune for themselves, we
hear no complains, only when you met out consequences we hear the tales. I have
already taken the plunge to say good bye to it, so it is not a time for
conversations.
I really hate the behaviour of their media goons and a
typical example is what the report about the British Isles up North due to the
coming referendum on Scottish independence; they say people there want to
handle their own affairs and some complain about being governed from a distance
and others about being governed from an even farther distance and some yet
complain about the negative nature of the vote no campaign etc. Then they move
on to setting out examples of laws they want to be able to control such as
fishing and renewable energy – which then gets to imply that Scottish
independence sets a bad example for the British Isles and results in a
condition where they cannot get a good deal from Westminster. The reality of
which they are more interested in finding out if the Monarchy knows what it is
doing which creates the sense I am not a part of it and means their insults get
worse and worse as it were but on the facts of the matter last we checked there
was never a remote similarity between devolution and Nationalism and in this
case of which there is no link whatsoever between the fact that common sense
would dictate that if it takes five days for the Prime Minister to travel to
one of the Islands to switch on the lights, it should be a power that is devolved
to the authorities there to switch on the lights when appropriate and when
needed and not a case where devolution leads to independence which is what such
nonsense has led people to think about Scottish Nationalists as well granting
them disillusioned followers. I mean in a detailed and technical sense what we
are looking at in a minimum of two political parties in a social structure and
those two having merged from four social dialogues – there can be more but
never less than two from four separate dialogues of which two similar ones
differ in the way that things should be done having produced a Political party
which then has a fair chance of running the government like any other – what
devolution then entails is a process where power is devolved into help a
distant people run their affairs within the same structure of social dialogue
and not power being devolved to a different dialogue to do whatever it likes
which is what the claim that devolution leads to Nationalism suggests. It is
the same old story all around with these stupid men making up their own news
and making sure they get attention for it no matter the means or cost and the
result is that it ends up making you feel very distressed and very unhappy, not
least made worse by those stupid celebrities telling me I am stupid as well
about which they do need to shut it so I don’t have to their own for them –
about which nobody can tell what it is exactly they want anyway although we can
all see that they want attention, they think they deserve credit, they have
done something about which they should be commended, they have acted in a way
worthy of fame: where women actually never deserve to be seen or heard either
as far as they are concerned and I think they can burn in hell and I really am
hard pressed to find anything which suggests they are people worthy of any
attention whatsoever from the likes of my person anyway. I mean I know we men
are fundamentally popular and women are fundamentally famous but they can be
seen turning up absolutely anywhere, so yes they have done something
apparently, they need some credit thereof and I am blown away. As it stands
they believe these matters should be handled as social issues but the Scottish
Nationalism part is clearly a process of provoking me all the time i.e. it does
not mean that a certain part of my possessions that I will never really be
comfortable with on account they are willing to push their agenda by any means
ceases any less to be my possessions but it is now being used to devise a new
system of social dialogue in Scotland that will allow a set of idiots make it
an independent country and the provocation and process of looking for trouble
carries on like that tinged with claims of social inequality and need for
justice and all that nonsense they take up our time for all the time. They do
get to ask where I fit in if women are fundamentally famous and men are
fundamentally popular and yes I do look every bit the half priest statesman
that is a Royal Prince as well thereof and there is nothing wrong with that
either. These things I do never to be surprise either as it were since I am an
ardent Christian and was never going to think that idiots about whom every bad
nonsense is written all over them can get involved with my affairs as they want
and whenever they wish was ever a good idea but it has come to this after years
of ignoring them so they can feel as though it has not only become a social
issue but they can carry on forever because their Politicians think we should
be tolerating them which has also made me think they are paid well enough by
the tax payer to provide a personal life from their families by which we all
get to but when it does actually come to it the explanation of what is written
all over them is the part where people have complained about them for all their
lives: - the parents first who lost 
while they got what they wanted and then the teachers and then everybody
else and because of this bad history and relationship they have with violence
as it were, they are certain it has become so powerful a mere getting involved
with you is an advantage which also makes them the boss of you and the natural
leaders: when the Politicians set up original provocations and cover it with
series of legislation so that every single thing they do might be a process of
dominating me by having a one up over me it was still a self resolving issue –
when they decided the ones that have been convicted of criminal offences should
rehabilitate by being a threat to me to please the Politicians in order to redeem
themselves it was still a self resolving issue, when they claimed somebody
stabs to death another person at the playgrounds because playground equipment are disused it was a self resolving issue as ugly as it was therefore but when
they spent tax payer funds on the issues to secure a reaction from me for their
activities it had ceased to be and I have to be clear about the fact there is
nothing about it that is a social and not an attitude issue that needs to find
its level. There is no point to their complains in government buildings when
they have no plans to check their insults in these matters, they do need to
stop complaining if it will not stop, stop talking rubbish all over the place
about the people that will get together with them to raise their stupid daft
kids; which by the way is what is wrong with social services anyway i.e.
parents want to abdicate responsibility over their children to the government
and when they lose they breed these criminals and set them loose as revenge
about which they are always indoctrinating their foolish Children about and
pointing fingers at me in ways that suggest they want to be tiny tyrants and I
am some person that is prepared to take all kinds of rubbish from them
especially more so in order for them to make progress with their stupid lives;
there is no point complaining when that is set to continue. Their wrong news
reports apparently are designed to create a sense of those people they point
fingers at abdicating something that it is popularly expected they should be
doing and the violence that follows this I repeat is not a social issue and
they know that perfectly.
On a more generalised matter, The story of how I act homosexual when I am not being the
big problem is one that is largely a matter of the fact that as usual if I did
act like I wasn’t, the outcome would have been something that has made me less
than I should be which creates a condition in which others can bully me to extricate
power over telling me what to do. As it stands, they perpetually seem to be in
a state where they need to see that there are people set out whom others that
hold government office feel like persecuting and abusing all the time which is
one of the things I will not tolerate from them and any other nonsense attached
to it therefore. I am comfortable as such with my Church stuff and if they
happen not to like it that way then it is likely they will have something to
complain about for a very long time as well. I mean five journalists for every
minute on National television deploying my person and my public work and any
public support for my literary work for their own ends – they say the reasons
are that it is just so sweet they cannot resist of which nobody knows why they
cannot do it with the one they actually paid for with their own money as it
were, so that it does appear that when they do not buy it before they do with
it, then I just keep giving and it just keeps giving and then they say they do
it because they find it funny and this is the part I am keen to explore as
well. so starting from getting into the homosexual thing before them which
means it is not a problem anymore we are some steps away from setting out a
process where each case where they use my books and my public life for any
reason is followed with consequences from me as well, especially for the girls: it is no news those are very violent with a big mouth and rather hard of hearing and the provocation channeled in my direction is building up very well indeed over that stupid money madness of theirs. Every body knows such consequences are never pleasant since it would be impossible to apply them without something through which to do so that is a contact means of hurting them to make them understand and make it stop - everybody except them understand it is not pleasant and that I do not own a Royal Estate and a Company that does not exist.
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